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An Open Secure Mobile Agent
Framework for Systems Management

Abstract

The Mobile Agent (MA) technology is gaining importance in the distributed manage-

ment of networks and services for heterogeneous environments. MA-based management

systems could represent an interesting alternative to traditional tools built upon the

client/server model, either SNMP- or CMIP- based. The acceptance of MA solutions for

management is currently limited by two main requirements: the need of interoperability

and the request for security. Without security, management systems can not suit global

untrusted environments, such as the Internet; without interoperability, they can not in-

teract with existing tools and legacy systems. The paper describes an MA-based man-

agement system which considers security and interoperability as the two main design

objectives. It is an open management framework that grants interoperability by provid-

ing compliance with CORBA, the most diffused standard in the area of Object-Oriented

components. In addition, it is based on a thorough security model and provides a wide

range of tools and mechanisms to build and enforce flexible security policies.

Keywords: Network and Systems Management, Web-based Management,
Interoperability, Security, CORBA, MASIF, Java.
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1 Introduction

The increasing complexity of global distributed systems, from a set of resources con-

nected by network infrastructures to a set of network-centric coordinated services, has

motivated the evolution of traditional management models. These models are generally

shaped after the client/server (C/S) model, which applies to both IETF SNMP [1] and

OSI CMIP [2] standards. The interaction between managers and agents is usually de-

cided in a static way, where roles are assigned a priori and clients and servers can only

exchange predefined data. In the basic C/S solution, the key role of the central manager

can cause inefficiencies and overhead: the need of accuracy in control and the large size

of controlled systems can induce an intolerable traffic of information exchange. In addi-

tion, the traffic tends to increase when there are some anomalous events on the managed

resources: the manager is likely to be overwhelmed and cannot keep up with her duties.

New programming paradigms based on mobile entities [3] have suggested novel ap-

proaches to network and systems management more suitable for the increasing com-

plexity of current global and heterogeneous systems [4]. The basic idea is that the net-

work itself can play an active role in service provision, evolving from a simple transport

layer toward a coordinated and distributed processing environment [5,6]. The new man-

agement approaches facilitate the delegation and automation of control actions, thus

reducing network load and relieving the central manager duties.

Among the new paradigms, the Mobile Agent (MA) one is obtaining more and more

interest in the area of network, systems and service management [7,8]. The adoption of

the MA technology is currently limited by the lack of security and interoperability. New

management environments should operate in global and untrusted environments, and

should provide flexible security mechanisms to grant the level of security required by
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different organizations. In addition, they should interoperate with legacy systems, based

on either SNMP or CMIP, and even with emerging management tools that are built

upon the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [9] or upon the MA

technology.

This paper describes a secure and open MA environment for the management of net-

works, services and systems, called MAMAS* (Mobile Agents for the Management of

Applications and Systems). Security and interoperability have been taken into account

since the first phase of the project: without either of them, the MA technology cannot be

accepted because it lacks of either the closing property or the opening one. The closing

property is the possibility of constraining the system in such a way to identify and ex-

clude any malicious attempt, while the opening property is the necessity of overcoming

system boundaries in order to access to any necessary external component and to allow

any external recognized usage. The closing property is granted by security policies and

the opening one by interoperability considerations.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is a brief overview of tradi-

tional and emerging solutions in the management area. Section 3 depicts MAMAS gen-

eral architecture and section 4 presents several implemented MAMAS agents and their

functionality. Section 5 gives some details about the MAMAS implementation, espe-

cially from the point of view of security and interoperability.

                                                
* The MAMAS environment and its MA support are available from:
 http://www-lia.deis.unibo.it/Software/MA/
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2 Traditional and Emerging Management Solutions

Traditional solutions to systems management based on SNMP and CMIP protocols have

been largely used in many commercial products, but have shown some of their limits.

Several environments attribute a central role to one manager that controls the state of the

distributed system: OpenView [10], NetSP, SunNet [11], give the operator full informa-

tion about system resources, by using SNMP. A limited possibility of automated actions

is available: most of the installations require the presence of an operator capable of real-

time decisions. In addition, the lack of security features makes not possible to achieve

the closing property.

These tools are good design examples, but they are based on the C/S model of SNMP

and CMIP: a central manager provides a user interface to the system administrator and

interacts with remote managers (called agents in OSI and IETF terminology) that run on

network nodes and manage remote access to their local information base. The central

manager interacts with remote managers via a fine-grained C/S management protocol.

This form of interaction can introduce the so called micro-management problem, caused

by the high traffic around the central manager node, already overloaded because it must

perform the needed computation.

There are several projects for the management of Unix-based environments that, in-

stead of using a standard protocol, start from scratch to design the management features

[12]. The goal is to furnish one central operator a view of the current system state, with

a limited possibility of automatic and manual intervention. These projects create a sce-

nario for rapid development: typical implementation languages are Perl [13] and Tcl/Tk
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[14]. While the stress is on the rapid application development side of the proposals, the

usage of shell languages make difficult to give an answer to the closing property.

In the last few years, several researches have examined the intrinsic nature of distrib-

uted systems, i.e., their capacity of hosting mobile and dynamic entities. Different an-

swers can come from new execution models [3,15], which can contribute with new so-

lutions to systems management [16,17]. Management by Delegation (MbD) represents a

clean effort toward decentralization and increased flexibility of management functional-

ity [4,18]. MbD dynamically distributes network management components to “elastic”

remote managers, that can learn new modes to locally handle resources. Again, the secu-

rity requirement has been neglected. The goal of the Active Networks (ANs) project at

MIT is to build programmable networks [5]. In ANs, applications can inject customized

programs into remote nodes to perform ad hoc computations on the packet content. By

pushing programmability down to the network layer, ANs have already shown their ca-

pacity of achieving significant results in terms of performance, scalability and QoS pro-

vision [19]; however, there are typical management issues, such as security, that seem

not suitable to be solved with a network layer approach [20]. Intelligent Networks (INs)

are based on a similar approach, but IN service deployment is performed with the goal

of permitting the expression of the service control in an outband channel, separated from

the bandwidth devoted to service processing [21]. INs, at least in their first realizations,

seem to neglect the opening property.

The MA technology is suitable for the implementation of both ANs and INs archi-

tectures [8,22] because agents can move to managed resources while in execution and

according to specific run-time conditions, and can even be installed for a limited time

duration.
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A large part of the recent research in the systems management field has been dedi-

cated to CORBA. CORBA is used as a way to provide high abstraction levels for re-

sources and services [23]; CORBA gateways permit protocol translation and service

emulation for interworking with SNMP and CMIP legacy systems [24,25]. In addition,

CORBA can act as the middleware framework to build new integrated management

environments [26].

3 MAMAS: an MA Environment for Systems Management

Many organizations face the problem of managing their distributed and heterogeneous

systems composed of a large number of multi-vendor computing resources. In addition

to the interoperability requirement to face heterogeneity, the complexity of the manage-

ment problem stems from many other factors, such as the adequate level of security, or

the integration of different administration schemas.

From the network architecture point of view, one organization may be composed of

several departments, even geographically distributed. When different departments of the

same organization have to communicate within the Internet, the system should grant the

same levels of security and QoS as in intranet communication. In an administration per-

spective, while simple traditional approaches tend to identify a central administrator in

charge of managing all resources, many organizations are better suited to distributed and

coordinated strategies, with several administrators with different responsibilities for

different resources.

One of the most promising technology for dealing with the complexity of an open

network-centric scenario is the MA one, based on the idea of moving execution entities
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to the part of the system to be controlled, overcoming the restriction of the traditional

C/S model of interaction.

The paper describes MAMAS, an open and secure MA environment for the man-

agement of networks, services and systems. MAMAS can adapt to very different organi-

zations, in terms of both network architectures and administration policies. It can be

configured for a range of architectures, from one single LAN to the interconnection of

several LANs. In addition, MAMAS can be used by a single administrator, but also for

distributed and coordinated strategies with teams of administrators. MAMAS mobile

agents can migrate at run-time and can face dynamic situations where any static decision

can become inefficient. Mobile agents act on behalf of administrators, can be configured

to monitor the whole system and can introduce dynamic and automatic correction ac-

tions to several management problems.

3.1 MAMAS Architecture

MAMAS faces the complexity of management problems by introducing two abstrac-

tions, one at the physical level, the other at the logical one: the network locality models

physical resources, the administration locality represents the responsibility scope of

system administrators (see Figure 1).

The place abstraction, where agents can execute, is the network locality that repre-

sents the physical machine. The domain abstraction encloses a set of places; it typically

represents a LAN and includes a default place that embeds the gateway abstraction re-

sponsible of the interconnections among different domains.

MAMAS models any kind of administration locality by grouping resources in rela-

tionship with administrators; one administration locality determines who is in charge of

managing actions, which permissions are granted to her and to what extent, thus em-
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bodying an explicit model of trust for management purposes [20]. Several administra-

tion localities may overlap, to model the joint administration of resources by several

managers, even with different permissions over the same resources.

The MAMAS ability of modeling both network and administration localities offers

flexibility in implementing several management policies, from a simple centralized

management scheme to distributed and coordinated strategies with several administra-

tors in charge of controlling multiple network localities, i.e., networks interconnected by

gateways and firewalls. At the moment, MAMAS does not give the possibility of hierar-

chies of domains: this architecture constraint permits an efficient implementation of the

locality abstractions and does not introduce any limit in real modeling capacity in the

area of systems management.

Place

Default
Place

Place

PlaceNetwork
Locality 1

Place

Default
Place

Place Place

Network
Locality 2

Administration
Locality A

Administration
Locality B

Figure 1. MAMAS abstractions for network and administration localities.

3.2 MAMAS Security

The mobile agents employed in systems management can attempt very sensible opera-

tions. They usually have system duties and the risk of an incorrect action, due to errone-
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ous or malicious reasons, is intolerable. The closing property should be considered a

key property of management environments.

In MAMAS, security is integrated at any system layer, because only this pervasive

approach can achieve a level of quality different from the minimal one obtained by con-

sidering the security requirement a posteriori. The management environment makes

available a wide range of security mechanisms and tools, in order to prevent any mali-

cious action: it provides protection for both hosts and agents, and ensures integrity and

secrecy for agent migration and communication. In particular, place protection is

achieved by verifying the integrity of incoming agents, by authenticating them, and by

controlling agent actions on resources.

The security infrastructure is based on layered security policies: the definition of dif-

ferent network locality abstractions allows to enforce security policies in which actions

are controlled at both place and domain levels. The domain defines a global security

policy which imposes general authorizations and prohibitions; each place can restrict the

domain-level set of permissions.

Figure 2 depicts a concrete scenario in which MAMAS agents move from place to

place: any inter-domain movement is solved as a movement from the default place of

the sender to the default place of the receiver domain. The identification of the principal

responsible for one agent derives from the agent signature [27]. When entering the

place, the authentication check verifies agent signatures and the authorization phase

grants agents the right to access local resources according to their responsible adminis-

trators. To ensure secrecy, management agents can be encrypted when traversing an in-

secure path; the detection of any agent modification occurs via the use of secure hash

function verified in the integrity check phase [27].
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Let us note that security has a cost in terms of performances. For this reason, the

MAMAS security infrastructure offers a wide range of security mechanisms and poli-

cies: administrators can decide a suitable trade-off between security needs and required

performances, tailored to specific cases. Agents from internally trusted domains (e.g.,

the intranet of one organization) can directly proceed to the authorization check, while

agents from untrusted ones are subject to all the secrecy, integrity, authentication and

authorization steps [28] (see Figure 2).

Place

Local Resources

Authorization (Place Policy)
Place Authentication

Integrity

Secrecy

MA

MA

MA

MA

Authentication

Secrecy

Integrity

Default Place

Authorization (Domain Policy)

Domain

Untrusted Environment

Trusted Environment

Figure 2. Different security checks for agents in trusted/untrusted environments.

3.3 MAMAS Interoperability

Security is an important property of management environments for global and open

systems, but we consider fundamental also the opening property. First, management

tools should interact with other external components, in order to require/offer services

and facilities; secondly, they should be able to command and control any possible re-

source, independent of the supported management protocol; finally, they should inte-

grate with legacy management systems.
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Interoperability is greatly simplified when standardization has already imposed or

produced large acceptance of interoperable interfaces and guidelines. The principal rec-

ognized effort in the standardization of object-oriented components is CORBA, pro-

moted by the Object Management Group (OMG). The CORBA standard has aroused

increasing interest, permitting users to make dynamic communications in open envi-

ronments, to enclose legacy systems, and to achieve very advanced name services. Apart

from these basic features, the OMG has gone on in defining a standard framework to

solve the problems of the distributed systems design area: the need of additional func-

tionality has led to the specification of standard interfaces for the CORBA Object Serv-

ices and Common Facilities (in particular, in the context of systems management, the

specifications for the Security Services (SSs) [29] and for the Systems Management

Common Facilities (SMCFs) [30]).

At present, architectures of management systems tend to move from the OSI man-

ager-agent model to the distributed object-based one. However, SNMP, with its general

acceptance in the Internet environment, and CMIP pervasively used in the telecommuni-

cations industry to manage equipment networks and services, are likely to remain the

most diffused standards for some time to come, because of the amount of investment in

existing applications. CORBA can play a very significant role for the integration be-

tween these traditional management technologies and the emerging ones.

The design of the MAMAS environment has aimed to achieve a wide interoperability

with different management frameworks to ensure the opening property. The integration

with legacy systems is considered a fundamental requirement. It is straightforward with

Java wrappers to encapsulate existing protocols and to provide an MAMAS-specific

application gateway, according to the definition in [31], toward either CMIP or SNMP.
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However, we have chosen an open way to achieve interoperability via compliance with

CORBA. The choice stems from many reasons: first of all, many management environ-

ments can employ CORBA [32,33], and much research work has recently investigated

the possibility of integration between CORBA and the management of legacy systems

[23-26]. In addition, our solution to interoperability permits to exploit all the function-

ality offered by the CORBA middleware, in particular CORBA SSs and SMCFs.

MAMAS also answers the issue of interoperability among different MA programming

frameworks by considering full compliance with the OMG Mobile Agent System

Interoperability Facility (MASIF) [34], an emerging standard to support agent mobility

and management, which integrates CORBA distributed objects and mobile agents. The

more MA-based proposals for network and systems management are becoming com-

mon, the more the role played by MASIF is gaining relevance [6,8,35].

MASIF proposes a standardization for agent and agent system names, for agent sys-

tem types and for location syntax; it defines two interfaces (MAFAgentSystem and

MAFFinder) with the typical sets of functionality respectively for agent management

and for agent tracking. Agent management allows an external system to control agents

of a MASIF-compliant MA system (actions such as suspending/resuming/terminating

agents or moving agents between type-compatible MA platforms). Agent tracking per-

mits the tracing of agents registered with MAFFinders, which essentially provide an

MA name service, since the CORBA Naming Service is not suitable for entities like

agents, which are mobile by nature.

The implementation of the opening property gives MAMAS the capacity of in-

teroperating in different contexts (see Figure 3):
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1. an MAMAS application can perform management operations on legacy systems via

third-party CORBA gateways to SNMP/CMIP;

2. an MAMAS application may call external CORBA objects, either CORBA Serv-

ices/Facilities or other systems management frameworks which offer a CORBA in-

terface (MAMAS agents as CORBA clients);

3. an MAMAS application may register its interface on an ORB and offer the imple-

mented services to any recognized external CORBA client (MAMAS agents as

CORBA servers);

4. any external entity, MA-based or not, may ask MAMAS agents for agent manage-

ment and tracing services defined by the MASIF standard;

5. mobile agents can be moved between different type-compatible MA-based manage-

ment environments compliant with MASIF.

CORBA ORB

CMIP
legacy

systems

SNMP
legacy

systems

CMIP gateway SNMP gateway

CORBA-based
Management

System

Systems Management
Common Facilities

Place

MA-based
MASIF

Man. System
M
A
S
I
F Place

Place

MAMAS

M
A
S
I
FPlace

Place

Place

Place

Security Services

Figure 3. MAMAS interoperability via CORBA.
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Opening the system to the external world requires the interaction of MAMAS secu-

rity mechanisms and policies with the ones of different environments. CORBA SSs pro-

pose a solution framework in which the traditional security mechanisms can be em-

ployed to implement the needed security policies.

4 MAMAS Mobile Agents Components

In MAMAS, agents act on behalf of administrators and fulfil administration needs by

moving and executing on different nodes. MAMAS makes possible to delegate man-

agement actions to mobile agents, relieving the administrator duty and automating con-

trol actions. Any administrator can implement her policy by using mobile agents. Sys-

tem policies can be propagated at run-time, with no need to shutdown the system: a new

agent can bring the new policy everywhere.

The MAMAS environment already provides a set of mobile agents for systems man-

agement. In addition, it is easy to tailor new agents to new specific administration needs.

The following list gives a few examples of functionality already available via MAMAS

agents:

• monitoring the state of the distributed system;

• controlling and coordinating replicated resources;

• dynamically installing new services;

• helping in the configuration of any new or reinserted node;

• shutting down the whole system by ensuring a minimal survival service level.

As an example of an MAMAS agent, let us consider the monitor agent that reports to

one administrator the information about the state of the whole distributed system. The

agent gives the situation of each node in terms of system and application indicators. In
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addition, it gives also network information, such as the collision rate (see Table 1).

Figure 4 shows the GUI of the monitoring tool when reporting the state of a specific

host. The administrator is given the situation of a node in terms of system and applica-

tion factors, for instance, the state of physical resources, such as CPU and disk occupa-

tion. The application monitoring part permits to create and send new agents where re-

quested in the system.

System indicators Application indicators

CPU load collision rate service availability

file system occupation network
connectivity

program versioning

swap space available firewall state application processes situation

daemon processes situation ... local agent states

printers status ... ...

... ... ...

Table 1. Some of the figures available in MAMAS.

Figure 4. The MAMAS graphical interface to monitor distributed systems.
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Any administrator can access to the MAMAS environment via a Web browser. In fact,

MAMAS provides a user-friendly graphical interface to operate directly on the system.

For example, Figure 5 shows how an administrator can control the initial configuration

of places and domains, and its modification at run-time. After the authentication phase,

she is authorized to perform different management operations, depending on her permis-

sions. She can add/delete/show users, modify security and administration policies, dy-

namically insert new resources and behavior in the managed system, and perform more

complex and coordinated tasks such as multiple parallel installation of new services on a

run-time dependent subset of hosts.

Figure 5. Some MAMAS configuration interfaces.
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5 MAMAS Implementation

MAMAS has been implemented as an application layer over our MA programming

framework [28], that we have developed from scratch in order to fully support the fun-

damental properties of flexibility, interoperability and security.

The MA support has been realized in Java JDK 1.2 beta2 [36,37], chosen to exploit

Java easy integration with the Web scenario, its intrinsic portability to heterogeneous

platforms and its security model which permits to express fine-grained control in re-

source access. The object-oriented nature of Java has helped the design of the MA sup-

port, first, and of MAMAS environment, then: the encapsulation principle suits the ab-

straction needs of both agents and resources; the classification principle makes possible

to inherit behavior from already specified components; garbage collection and error

management simplify writing robust code. In addition, Java and CORBA can be seen as

two object infrastructures that integrate each other fairly well with complementary

goals, the former with implementation transparency, the latter with network transpar-

ency [38].

 A well-known problem of Java is the lack of full mobility support, especially for

Java threads: it is not possible to save the whole state of a thread before its migration to

a different node to reestablish its execution there. This restriction can be overcome ei-

ther by modifying the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) or by providing a new operation at

the application level. We have chosen the second solution to preserve portability. Fi-

nally, Java is motivated by the fact that the JVM is expected to be available on every

network component in the near future, thus providing a universal set of homogeneous

resources. Many vendors, including Cisco and 3-Com, have already integrated Java into

some of their products.
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Interoperability in MAMAS is provided by a software add-on, called CORBA Bridge,

which extends the functionality of the agent places in charge of interoperating (see Fig-

ure 6). The CORBA Bridge extension is composed of two distinct modules: the first one

(CORBA C/S) simplifies the design of MAMAS applications as CORBA clients/servers;

the second one (MASIF Bridge) provides the MASIF functionality. The MASIF Bridge

implements the MAFAgentSystem class with the basic functionality for agent mobility

among heterogeneous MA platforms (create_agent(), fetch_class(), re-

ceive_agent(), get_MAFFinder() methods), and the MAFFinder class with the

methods for agent naming specified in the MASIF interface.

Since MASIF implementation imposes a heavy load on the execution place, our

guideline is that only the default place in the domain should be extended with MASIF

Bridge; on the other hand, the CORBA C/S module is lightweight, and many places in

the same domain may use it to access to the CORBA bus. Any MAMAS agent, resident

on a CORBA C/S place, is able to act as a CORBA client/server both through static in-

vocation/registration (IDL stub/skeleton) and dynamic ones (DII/DSI). Our implemen-

tation, based on Inprise VisiBroker ORB [39], exploits only the portable functions pro-

vided by its Portable Object Adapter [9], to avoid any closure within a particular ORB

realization. Even if there is no conceptual problem for a mobile agent to register itself as

a CORBA server, we currently grant this possibility only to MAMAS agents that do not

migrate during their lifetime (stationary agents) in order to avoid the overhead of regis-

tering/unregistering at the CORBA Naming Service at any migration.

We are currently testing the MAMAS applications capacity of interoperating with

CORBA-based management environments such as Tivoli [33], and with mobile agents
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from other platforms, such as Grasshopper [40], the unique commercial MA system that

has already implemented the MASIF interface.

From the security point of view, the MA support provides a wide variety of mecha-

nisms and tools to grant security to the MAMAS entities in a flexible way. Security

policies associate agents and administrators with the permissions to operate on local

resources; policies are defined at both the place and the domain levels and are stored in

encrypted files. MAMAS also provides a graphical management tool for domain/place

administration that can add/delete/modify entries in the policy file at run-time, with no

need to suspend execution.

The protection of execution environments from malicious agents is solved by authen-

tication and access control mechanisms, through widely accepted certification protocols

(DSA algorithm and X.509 certificates). Integrity and secrecy for message exchange and

agent transfer are achieved with standard cryptographic mechanisms: it is possible to

choose between the DES channel encryption (secret keys exchanged through either the

RSA or the DH protocol) and the SSL protocol solution (provided by the iSaSiLk pack-

age [41]).

The opening property of MAMAS, obtained by its compliance with CORBA and

MASIF, forces to address the new security threats introduced by interoperability. On the

one hand, sending/receiving CORBA requests/replies requires security techniques to

ensure privacy and integrity for exchanged CORBA messages. On the other hand, the

possibility for MAMAS agents to act as CORBA servers and for MAMAS places to

host MASIF-compliant agents requires mechanisms to authenticate clients and agents,

and to control and audit resource access. MAMAS addresses these new security prob-

lems by following the guidelines of providing solutions compliant with CORBA SSs.
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In addition to the above described properties of interoperability and security, the MA

support provides the name system to ensure the message delivery to agents: it is based

on a federation of name servers, one per domain, each in charge of answering the re-

quests generated in its locality. We have adopted an initial ad-hoc name solution, with

the goal of integrating with accepted standards, such as DNS and CORBA. Finally, the

MA support provides a simple communication protocol to serialize/deserialize agents

when they are transferred from place to place (possibly in different domains), while

waiting for an agreement for the definition of a standard protocol for agent mobility

[34,42].

Local Resource
Manager 

Default
Place

Communication Infrastructure Local Resources

Resource
Interfaces

Local
Resource
Monitor

Remote
Search

Remote
Monitoring

Agent Manager

Message
Passing

Mobility

Agent
Naming

Distributed
Info Service

CORBA ORB

CORBABridge
Extension

Mobile
Agents

CORBA
Client

CORBA
Server

MAFFinder

MAFAgentSystem

MASIF
Bridge
Module

CORBA
C/S

Module

Figure 6. The architecture of a default place in MAMAS.

6 Conclusions

The paper presents MAMAS, a systems management environment based on the MA

paradigm.  Apart from monitoring the system state and its visualization to operators, it

permits the automation of several management actions and the dynamic change of pre-

defined system policies. These services are achieved by answering requirements such as
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flexibility, rapid development and efficiency in presence of hardware and software het-

erogeneity.

The MAMAS tool stresses two project guidelines to boost acceptance: security and

interoperability. Security is integrated at any layer of the project, and the flexibility of

the available security tools permits administrators to take into account also the expected

performance of services. The decision to strive for interoperability with the CORBA

recognized standard is likely to grant the expected durability of the design effort by al-

lowing to interoperate with a wide and enlarging set of management frameworks. At the

level of accessibility, MAMAS suggests the usage of Web-based tools. At the level of

user services and command, any management function can be embodied into the pro-

vided MAMAS components and the use of mobile agents makes possible to dynami-

cally modify their behavior to experiment with different policies.

The Java implementation, apart from the a priori granted portability and rapid

prototyping, has been carried out in accord with the possibility of integration within the

Web scenario. In addition, CORBA and Java have demonstrated to complement each

other well. Their integration can produce the basis to create an open management

framework suitable for integrating with legacy systems and capable of easily interacting

with new emerging solutions.
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